
Mark Fulham for Welfare Officer Manifesto 

Fulham’s Five. 

WHO AM I? 

Well lads how are things, my name is Mark Fulham, I’m 22 and I am a final year Law Plus 

student. 

I think UL is an amazing place, but as you will see in my manifesto it hasn’t all been plain 

sailing for me. I still love this place though; I love a not so fresh pint of Fosters in Stables, 

procrastinating in the library café, queueing for hours for free Ben & Jerrys, Paudie’s tunes 

on a Wednesday. Currently, I am on the committee for the Law Society where I have sat as 

welfare officer and helped in the organisation of many events such as Law Ball 2020. 

I love UL but sadly our student life experience has been rapidly deteriorating. I want to put a 

stop this, I want to make UL great again 

 

REACH OUT 

Very few people will make it through college without struggling with their own mental 

health, or knowing somebody who does, including myself. Thankfully, I came out the other 

side, but not everybody does. 

With Reach Out, I will work with the counselling department to educate students on 

recognising signs that their friends are struggling. This will provide them with the basic skills 

to reach out and help these friends in their time of need.  

I also want to reduce overcrowding in the counselling department, cut waiting lists in half and 

increase the number of staff.  In an ideal world nobody should have to wait for help, but we 

can at least significantly reduce the wait.  

 

SAY WHY TO DRUGS 

I seriously struggled with drink and drugs during my first two years of college, but there is 

more to life than college court – it can’t always be about sex, drugs and rock n’roll. 

As Welfare Officer, I will put a sensible drugs strategy in place in UL. This will include 

mandatory drug education for incoming 1st years and providing information on safe dosages, 

coping with come downs and dealing with peer pressure. I will also be launching a “drug of 

the month” campaign. In this initiative, I will be discussing the less talked about aspects of 

drugs such as long-term side effects and what happens if you accidentally overdose. 

Limerick has a huge rave culture which goes hand in hand with drug use, there’s no point in 

ignoring it. 

 

 



 

 

SEXUAL HARRASSMENT 

We need to put an end to the normalisation of harassment in our everyday lives. Far too often 

men, but more so women are subject to sexual harassment. From inappropriate messages to 

being physically grabbed in a nightclub, there is a severe lack of respect for boundaries. 

I will build upon the existing supports in UL Student Life and establish a support group to 

help anybody who was a victim of sexual harassment. I will also increase the number of 

consent classes ran on campus. In terms of making UL safer, I will ensure that security have a 

bigger presence and provide extra lighting on campus. Furthermore, I will set up self-defence 

classes for anybody who feels threatened or unsafe on campus. Again, I am calling on my 

fellow UL students to take a zero-tolerance stance on this extremely important issue. Nobody 

should ever come home from a night out feeling violated, unsafe or ashamed. 

 

CALL IT OUT 

I will take a zero-tolerance stance on racism, homophobia, transphobia and all other forms of 

discrimination. Growing up of mixed-race has exposed me to a lot of racism over the years. 

Fortunately, as time progressed, I developed a thick skin, but not everybody does nor should 

we have to. 

I’m calling on all UL students who witness discrimination of any kind to call it out. Call out 

your friends when they make a racist joke or pass a casual homophobic comment. I want to 

increase the security presence on campus and set up a support group for any victims of hate 

crime, actively listening to and implementing their feedback. I want us all to call out 

ignorance of topics, educate ourselves on what we can and cannot say and why we cannot say 

it. 

 

OPEN DOOR 

I’ve gone to the welfare officer in the past, I know how intimidating walking through that 

door can be. Taking that step into the office was one of the hardest things I had to do in UL, 

but it is something I never regretted. 

I want this to be easier for all students, to be a friendly and approachable face for people to 

come to. I will implement an open-door policy in my office, with set drop-in hours every 

week. I hope to establish an online check in system to allow those anxious about calling in for 

an appointment, the comfort of booking one from home. Talking to me should be as easy as 

talking to a friend. 

 

 


